The Pulse of Production Operations
The NeoFirma Production & Operations module is a comprehensive, cloud-based solution for capturing well production and operations information in the field. Speed the rate of crucial decision-making for your production operations with seamless information management and reporting. Plus, the module’s sharing options ensure data insights flow to the right people when they need it – whether it’s internal teams, external partners or both.

Evaluate all aspects of your production operations, from the point at which the hydrocarbons start to flow into the well to maintaining existing wells and facilities. The result: increased efficiency and reduced non-productive time.

- Capture well production information through pumper or automation systems, providing instant access for reporting, tracking and sharing
- Manage and view field-based, operational information in a systematic format

Keep close tabs on your operations – at any time and any location.

The NeoFirma Value with NeoFirma cloud-based production software, independent E&P companies:
- Minimize the potential for errors by capturing and entering production information once – ideally at the well site
- Respond faster to problem wells with immediate access to production information
- Make faster decisions that are informed by the latest information from the field
- Anticipate trends with production forecasting and reporting
- Focus on their core business

Production Management Tracking
- Tank, meter and compressor tracking
- Well operational attributes
- Sales runs, water hauls and other tank events
- Injection and disposal well activity including disposal facilities
- Flow tests
- Downtime and reason tracking

Continuously Improved
NeoFirma releases new enhancements to the module every three weeks based on input from a growing client base of independent operators.
NeoFirma provides a comprehensive suite of integrated, cloud-based software that oil & gas companies use to manage their drilling and production operations. Delivered as cloud software over the web/mobile, the SaaS software helps E&P’s, ranging in size from small operators to larger independents, capture information in the field, optimize operations and spending, and improve reporting processes - internally and externally with partners. Based in Dallas, TX and backed by T. Boone Pickens/BP Capital, NeoFirma supports over 90 E&P companies as clients.

**PRODUCTION & OPERATIONS**

**MODULE FEATURES**

- **Operational Dashboard** – Presents daily production totals and well status, downtime and recent activity summaries
- **Drill-down Reporting** – Filters by state, field, county, interest type and other parameters, facilitating searches for production anomalies
- **Integrated Allocation Engine** – Allocates daily multi-well collection points automatically by flow test
- **Complete flexibility** – Set up your organization, field attributes and well groupings the way you run your business

**FIELD DATA CAPTURE**

- **Capture field data intuitively in connected, or disconnected mobile mode**
- **Ensure pumpers and field personnel can take informed measurements and analysis using a snapshot of key historical data**
- **Take advantage of multiple device and connectivity options that don’t force you to work with just one vendor**

**EXPORT OPTIONS**

- **Integrate reports with numerous leading accounting, economics/forecasting and other systems through a flexible export area**
- **Roll up production by Lease or Gathering Point to facilitate regulatory reporting**
- **Export to Accounting and Economics systems through built-in interfaces**

**REPORTING**

- **Access an extensive library of configurable, web-based reports and charting that span varied well groups and timeframes, including decline curves, seven-day gross and net reports**
- **Import forecasted production and compare to actual**
- **Monitor Gross and Net production by field, including non-operated positions**
- **Monitor well shut-in timeframes and estimate unrealized production**
- **View production data in multiple formats, including on-screen tables and graphs, or exported to industry-standard formats like Excel, PDF**

**ASSET MANAGEMENT**

- **Track and manage assets, well files and history**
- **Import well information or summary/net production**
- **Track non-operated production data, leveraging extensive system capabilities for reporting, graphing and comparing to forecast**
- **Track all well work activity with extended capabilities from the NeoFirma Drilling, Well Work & AFE Management module**

**PARTNER/INVESTOR VISIBILITY**

- **Enable sharing to partners and investors through embedded, cloud-based capabilities**
- **Control access by well interest and type of information shared**
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